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Rebels of Gor
An alien race bent on conquering Counter Earth has Tarl Cabot in its sights. The Kur race once had a planet of its own, but
somehow it was rendered unviable, either destroyed or desolate, apparently by the Kurs’ own hands. So they searched for a
new home and found not one but two suitable planets—planets they set their minds to conquering. But these planets, Earth
and its sister planet Gor, the Counter Earth, were not undefended. The Kur attempted their conquest four times, only to be
beaten back by the mysterious Priest-Kings, rulers of Gor. As the Kurii lurk deep within an asteroid belt, awaiting the chance
to seize their prize, their attention is drawn to a human, Tarl Cabot. Tarl was once an agent of Priest-Kings but is now their
prisoner, held captive in a secret prison facility. But what is their interest in Tarl Cabot? Rediscover this brilliantly imagined
world where men are masters and women live to serve their every desire. Kur of Gor is the 28th book in the Gorean Saga,
but you may enjoy reading the series in any order.

Raspberry Pi Robot With Camera and Sound Using Python 3.2
The protection of confidentiality, integrity and availability of data, while ensuring policy implementation and organizational
productivity is the primary focus of information security. An evaluation of the assets, threats, vulnerabilities, impacts and
effectiveness of control measures is crucial for developing an effective risk management plan. The threats to information
security can be in the form of software attacks, intellectual property thefts, sabotage and information extortion. Some
common examples of software attacks are viruses, Trojan horses, phishing attacks and worms. This book is a compilation of
chapters that discuss the most vital concepts and emerging trends in the field of information security. The various
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advancements in this field are glanced at and their applications as well as ramifications are looked at in detail. For all
readers who are interested in information security, the case studies included in this book will serve as an excellent guide to
develop a comprehensive understanding.

The Dreaded Groove and Hook
Who says healthy, nutritious meals can?t be mouth-wateringly delicious? In over 80 scrumptious recipes, Pooja Dhingra,
India?s macaron queen, award-winning chef and popular restaurateur, shows us how to reinvent everyday ingredients to
cook hearty meals and luscious desserts that can be consumed with all the pleasure and none of the associated guilt. Based
on the nutrition philosophy Pooja herself adopted to simplify her long-term battle against weight issues ? and accompanied
by expert advice from nutritionist Viddhi Dhingra ? the delightful treats in this book will inspire you to transform the way
you cook and eat. Whether you?re in need of an energizing start to the day or a pep-up late in the afternoon, a refreshing
lunch or an indulgent (but sugarless and eggless) dessert, this book has the perfect mix for you. Complete with invaluable
advice on how to alter deeply ingrained dietary habits, calorie-counting versus real nutrition and alternatives for those who
need to avoid specific ingredients, A Wholesome Kitchen is your ticket to getting your health back on track in the most
delectable way. Featuring! Recipes from Sonam Kapoor, Alia Bhatt, Parineeti Chopra, Shraddha Kapoor, Rahul Khanna,
Kelvin Cheung, Karishma Dalal and Pablo Naranjo Agular, among others.

Sandbag Fitness
A ship of legend sails toward the very edge of the world in this fantasy saga. Many on Gor do not believe the great ship of
Tersites, the lame, scorned, half-blind, half-mad shipwright, originally of Port Kar, exists. Surely it is a matter of no more
than legend. In the previous book, however, Swordsmen of Gor, we learned that the great ship, commissioned by unusual
warriors for a mysterious mission, was secretly built in the northern forests and brought down the Alexandra to Thassa, the
sea, beginning her voyage to the “World’s End,” hazarding waters beyond the “farther islands” from which no ship had
returned. Rediscover this brilliantly imagined world where men are masters and women live to serve their every desire.
Mariners of Gor is the 30th book in the Gorean Saga, but you may enjoy reading the series in any order.

Istqb Certification Study Guide: Iseb, Istqb/ Itb, Qai Certification, 2008 Ed
The perfect book for the hobbyist or the instructor that would like to build a robot using the Raspberry Pi. Run from
Windows or Debian-Linux over a WiFi connection. Learn the use of GPIO, how to remotely control your Pi and the Pi Camera.
The complete Python version 3.2 source code included along with wiring diagrams. Run your robot without a monitor,
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keyboard or mouse on the Pi. Your Pi will be able to play wav files and execute Text-to-Speech routines. The concepts
shown here can be applied to many other projects for the Pi. This book continues the evolution of the original Max, and
brings the robot through a compete generation. The book starts at the beginning of the process with the assumption that
the reader needs extra help in getting the basic process underway. The reader is walked through to the final goal of
building an actual WiFi controlled robot. The reader will be amazed at the knowledge they obtain from following the guided
case study. Read this book and you take your Raspberry Pi to the next level and hopefully have a lot of fun doing it. Even if
you do not want to build a robot but want to understand GPIO and control of the Pi Camera this book is a worthwhile read.

Mobile 3D Graphics
Energize your introductory ethics course with ETHICS IN THE WORKPLACE 3e, a text that combines a strong foundation in
classic and contemporary theory, examples and analysis drawn from the workplace, ethical decision-making models, and a
constant focus on self-reflection and moral reasoning. Learning becomes interactive with this completely revised edition
that urges users to examine ethical situations in the workplace through the lens of ethical decision-making models. ETHICS
IN THE WORKPLACE 3e bridges the gap between theory and reality by focusing on ethics in the workplace and offering realworld examples of ethical situations workers face. ETHICS IN THE WORKPLACE 3e users explore current American values
and establish models by which to analyze them as they apply to accounting, finance, marketing, human resource, and
management dilemmas. Drawing from news headlines and cases based on well-known people, there's never a shortage of
relevant topics and applications. The text is a balanced combination of theory, examples, role plays, class discussion, and
self-reflection activities that make studying ethics rewarding, interesting, and effective. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

The Land of Journeys' Ending
Have fun with electricity, magnetism and light; learn about machines and technology with hands-on activities and
experiments. This fascinating series for grades 3 through 8 covers studies in motion, energy and technology.

CLQT Stimulus Manual
Step-by-step instructions with callouts to photos that show you exactly what to do with the Galaxy Tab 2 10.1 and Galaxy
Tab 2 7.0 Help when you run into Samsung Galaxy Tab 2 problems or limitations Tips and Notes to help you get the most
from your Samsung Galaxy Tab 2 Full-color, step-by-step tasks walk you through getting and keeping your Samsung Galaxy
Tab 2 working just the way you want. Learn how to • Get started fast • Navigate Samsung Galaxy Tab 2’s Android operating
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system • Retrieve, play, and manage music, video, podcasts, and audiobooks • Use Google Play as a portal to movies and
TV content • Capture higher quality photos and video • Surf the Web quickly with the built-in browser • Monitor news,
weather, and stock prices • Simplify your life with the Calendar and Contacts • Send email, text, and multimedia messages
• Use your Galaxy Tab 2 as an eReader • Find and share any destination with Maps, Navigation, Local, and Latitude •
Discover, install, maintain, and work with new Android apps • Extend your Galaxy Tab 2 with add-on hardware and
accessories • Customize your tablet to reflect your personal style and preferences • Keep your Galaxy Tab 2 software up to
date, reliable, and running smoothly

The Full Moon
The Wholesome Kitchen
Information Security: Theory and Practice
A new edition the most popular Hack Proofing book around! IT professionals who want to run secure networks, or build
secure software, need to know about the methods of hackers. The second edition of the best seller Hack Proofing Your
Network, teaches about those topics, including: · The Politics, Laws of Security, Classes of Attack, Methodology, Diffing,
Decrypting, Brute Force, Unexpected Input, Buffer Overrun, Sniffing, Session Hijacking, Spoofing, Server Holes, Client Holes,
Trojans and Viruses, Reporting Security Problems, Choosing Secure Systems The central idea of this book is that it's better
for you to find the holes in your network than it is for someone else to find them, someone that would use them against
you. The complete, authoritative guide to protecting your Windows 2000 Network. Updated coverage of an international
bestseller and series flagship Covers more methods of attack and hacker secrets Interest in topic continues to grow network architects, engineers and administrators continue to scramble for security books Written by the former security
manager for Sybase and an expert witness in the Kevin Mitnick trials A great addition to the bestselling "Hack Proofing"
series Windows 2000 sales have surpassed those of Windows NT Critical topic. The security of an organization's data and
communications is crucial to its survival and these topics are notoriously difficult to grasp Unrivalled web support at
www.solutions@syngress.com

Word 2013 For Dummies
This bestselling guide to Microsoft Word is the first and last word on Word 2013 It's a whole new Word, so jump right into
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this book and learn how to make the most of it. Bestselling For Dummies author Dan Gookin puts his usual fun and friendly
candor back to work to show you how to navigate the new features of Word 2013. Completely in tune with the needs of the
beginning user, Gookin explains how to use Word 2013 quickly and efficiently so that you can spend more time working on
your projects and less time trying to figure it all out. Walks you through the capabilities of Word 2013 without weighing you
down with unnecessary technical jargon Deciphers the user interface and shows you how to take advantage of the file
formats Covers editing documents, working with text, using grammar and spelling tools, formatting, adding images and
other design elements, and more Get the word on the latest Word with Word 2013 For Dummies!

Somaliland
Community colleges enroll half of the nation’s undergraduates. Yet only 40 percent of entrants complete an undergraduate
degree in six years. Redesigning America’s Community Colleges explains how two-year colleges can increase their
students’ success rate quickly and at less cost, through a program of guided pathways to completion.

God's Design for the Physical World
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED: "Mike Dolce has earned the reputation as one of the top coaches in mixed martial arts." MEN'S
FITNESS: "Dolce trimmed himself from 280 pounds down to 170 when he was competing. It's safe to say that he is an
expert in training and nutrition." ESPN: "Dolce is a lifestyle changer." ELLE MAGAZINE: "Mike Dolce is the go-to guy in the
world of martial arts." UFC WOMEN'S BANTAMWEIGHT CHAMPION RONDA ROUSEY: "The Dolce Diet's Results were
impossible to ignore." UFC WELTERWEIGHT CHAMPION JOHNY HENDRICKS: "When I have a fight scheduled the first person I
call is Mike Dolce." Mixed Martial Arts is a sport known for its drastic weight cuts! For the first time in print, MMA's 2013
Trainer of the Year, Mike Dolce, shares his powerful weight cut and rehydration techniques used with the world's greatest
combat athletes! 3 Weeks to Shredded includes not only the incredible new weight-cut method used for Thiago "Pitbull"
Alves' 2014 career-defining comeback performance, which earned him UFC Fight of the Night honors, but a bonus section
detailing Mike Dolce's original 2007 3 Weeks to Shredded meal plan in which he cut 42 lbs. in 6 weeks! WHAT'S INSIDE
BONUS: The complete first edition of 3 Weeks to Shredded is exclusive to this paperback edition and will not be included in
the ebook! *How to manage a weight cut *Exact meal plans used during real weight cuts *Hydration & Rehydration
techniques *Traveling while cutting weight *Dangers of weight cutting AND much more! Called "the patron saint of weight
cutting," Mike Dolce has coordinated the high-profile weight loss for many of the world's top athletes, including * "Rowdy"
Ronda Rousey, UFC women's bantamweight champion * Johny "Bigg Rigg" Hendricks, UFC welterweight champion * Vitor
"The Phenom" Belfort, UFC two-time world champion * Quinton "Rampage" Jackson, UFC * Thiago "Pitbull" Alves, UFC world
title contender * Chael Sonnen, UFC world title contender * Gray "Bully" Maynard, UFC world title contender * Mike
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"Quicksand" Pyle, WEC world champion * Duane "BANG" Ludwig, UFC/K-1 veteran & World MMA Awards 2013 Coach of the
Year * Michael "The Count" Bisping, The Ultimate Fighter 3 winner and many more!

Deputy Commissioner of General Services
After many trials and much adversity, the faeries have returned to their meadow home, but Lord Dunraven vows that they
must not remain.

Tales for the Perfect Child
This book follows a two-semester first course in topology with emphasis on algebraic topology. Some of the applications
are: the shape of the universe, configuration spaces, digital image analysis, data analysis, social choice, exchange
economy. An overview of discrete calculus is also included. The book contains over 1000 color illustrations and over 1000
exercises.

NASA's Contributions to Aeronautics
Swordsmen of Gor
A riveting true story of the failure of the courts and police to protect a woman and her daughters.

Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1 For Dummies
"Fabrics of Freedom" is the saga of a family whose origins are in the Marches of Scotland. Tragedy, born of the desire to live
free, gives birth to one desperate challenge after another as Robbie Liddle is swept toward his destiny on the battlegrounds
of America's War for Independence. The deaths of his father and maternal grandfather conspire to send his mother,
grandmother, and uncle on the perilous journey across the Atlantic in hopes of founding a tailor shop. This dream was
inspired by the contents in his grandfather's chest of tools of the trade. Through shipwreck and financial hardship, they are
led to the possibility of freedom in the Township of Leacock, County of Lancaster, Proprietorship of Pennsylvania. In spite of
physical challenges, Robbie displays hereditary skills in the demands of tailoring. Bondage to his uncle, however, arouses in
him the first yearning for freedom. With his best friend, Robbie flees northeastward to West Jersey. His wit and charm,
inherited from the father he never knew, combined with the skills learned at his mother's knee, enable Robbie to find a new
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kind of freedom in the arms of the maiden who captured his heart--Miss Isabella Barclay. The Jerseys, however, are directly
in the path of the coming conflict for a national freedom. Back and forth across what would become the third State among
the United States, the forces of the British and the Continentals bloody the soils of this tiny colony. For the sake of freedom
from such bondage to England, Robbie enlists in the New Jersey Militia. His military experiences in places like Brandywine
and Monmouth and Valley Forge provide fodder for the tales he will spin throughout the rest of his long life.The tailor
becomes the teller of tales. Heroes of such world-changing conflicts are not entirely the general officers, but the citizens
who answer the call to risk their lives in the cause of freedom. Every chapter of Robbie Liddle's story is loosely connected
with the various fabrics and materials with which he worked and in which he and his family dressed. Together they create
that wonderful quilt of a life that rejoices in a liberty that is never free.

Redesigning America's Community Colleges
This book aims at providing the necessary knowledge in understanding the concepts of software testing and software
quality assurance so that you can take any internationally recognized software testing / quality assurance certification
examination and come out with flying colors. Also, equipped with this knowledge, you can do a great job as a testing and
quality assurance professional in your career and contribute in developing reliable software for different applications, which
in turn improves the quality of life of everyone on this earth.· Introduction· Software Development Life Cycle and Quality
Assurance· Fundamentals of Testing· Testing Levels and Types· Static Testing Techniques· Dynamic Testing and Test Case
Design Techniques· Managing the Testing Process· Software Testing Tools· Code of Ethics for Software Professionals

Kur of Gor
Imagine what might happen to the innocent young Jane, raised in a parsonage by her ecclesiastic uncle following the death
of her parents. Fresh out of a cloistered existence, she is hired to be a secretary in an employment agency, but she soon
discovers that the "agency" is nothing less than a wild bordello.

My Samsung Galaxy Tab 2
The Deputy Commissioner of General Services Passbook(R) prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice
exams in the subjects you need to study. It provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be
covered on your upcoming exam, including but not limited to: preparing written material; understandind and interpreting
written material; administration; organizing data into tables and records; and other related areas.
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The Awakening of China
Sergio Ruzzier brings his mischievous touch to a timeless favorite by Florence Parry Heide, beloved author of The Shrinking
of Treehorn. This delightful new edition includes one never-before-published story. Ruby is reliable (kinda). Arthur is careful
(sorta). Harry eats his carrots (though it depends on what you mean by “eat”). And just like all perfect children, Gloria helps
her mother (well, that might be an exaggeration). As the eight deliciously wicked tales featured in this hilarious chapter
book prove, it’s perfectly nice to be a perfect child—but where’s the fun in that?

Ethics in the Workplace
Are you looking for a simple, straightforward guide that is packed full of practical sandbag training workouts? Do you
already have a good understanding of basic exercise technique? Sandbag Fitness: 150 High Intensity Workouts is exactly
what the title implies - a book that's packed full of sandbag training workouts designed to improve your strength,
endurance, agility, power and appearance. A collection of workouts from the Sandbag Fitness Blog, published Sandbag
Fitness articles on both the web and in print, and some brand new ideas - with this guide you won't be left wondering where
to find your next sandbag training workout. Sandbag Fitness: 150 High Intensity Workouts includes: 150 tried and tested
workouts designed by Sandbag Fitness expert Matthew Palfrey Workouts categorised into easy to understand sections
based on goals and other factors Quick Workouts Simple Workouts Sandbag-Only Workouts Challenge Workouts Endurance
Workouts Strength Workouts Power Workouts Agility Workouts Team Workouts Upper Body Workouts Lower Body Workouts
Running Workouts This book is suitable for: Men and women. Anyone who is interested in improving their fitness,
appearance and performance. Sportspeople looking for a competitive edge. People who are looking for alternatives to their
regular fitness programme.

The Dolce Diet
An introduction to the tablet computer covers such topics as personalizing settings, voice commands, social networking,
sharing and printing photos, and video chatting.

Scarlet Discovers True Strength
On the brutal planet known as Counter Earth, an alien threat looms . . . Fresh from his exploits in the Steel Worlds, home of
the Kurii, a savage alien race intent on conquering Gor, Tarl Cabot has been returned to an isolated beach, at coordinates
apparently specified by the Priest-Kings, the masters of Gor and the enemy of the Kurii. His only companions are his
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beautiful new slave Cecily and Ramar, a ferocious sleen bred in the Steel Worlds to hunt and kill. But why has he been
returned to such a remote spot? Did the Priest-Kings wish their former agent to serve them once more? Did the Kurii intend
to use Cabot to further their own ends? The truth, as Tarl will learn, is darker and deeper than either of these possibilities.
Rediscover this brilliantly imagined world where men are masters and women live to serve their every desire. Swordsmen of
Gor is the 29th book in the Gorean Saga, but you may enjoy reading the series in any order.

Designing Arcade Computer Game Graphics
"Scarlet has been keeping to herself. But she is convinced that her removal from the Star Darlings was a terrible mistake.
With Vega's help she starts an investigation. Meanwhile, Ophelia is chosen to go on a Wishworld mission, for which she is
hopelessly unprepared. Will Scarlet be the one to rescue Ophelia and the mission?"--Page [4] of cover.

Topology Illustrated
Tired of being taunted for his clumsiness, Pat makes a bet that he can get through the summer and start sixth grade
without breaking any bones or having to get stitches.

Fabrics of Freedom
The Calamities of Jane
What does it take to build an iPhone app with stunning 3D graphics? This book will show you how to apply OpenGL graphics
programming techniques to any device running the iPhone OS -- including the iPad and iPod Touch -- with no iPhone
development or 3D graphics experience required. iPhone 3D Programming provides clear step-by-step instructions, as well
as lots of practical advice, for using the iPhone SDK and OpenGL. You'll build several graphics programs -- progressing from
simple to more complex examples -- that focus on lighting, textures, blending, augmented reality, optimization for
performance and speed, and much more. All you need to get started is a solid understanding of C++ and a great idea for
an app. Learn fundamental graphics concepts, including transformation matrices, quaternions, and more Get set up for
iPhone development with the Xcode environment Become familiar with versions 1.1 and 2.0 of the OpenGL ES API, and
learn to use vertex buffer objects, lighting, texturing, and shaders Use the iPhone's touch screen, compass, and
accelerometer to build interactivity into graphics applications Build iPhone graphics applications such as a 3D wireframe
viewer, a simple augmented reality application, a spring system simulation, and more
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Vagabonds of Gor
A battle between two species may determine the fate of the world in this long-running adventure saga. John Norman takes
you on a journey to “World’s End,” a set of once-unknown islands far west of the continental mainland. Lying across vast,
turbulent Thassa, these mysterious islands were reached for the first time during the historic voyage of the ship of Tersites.
Now this remote locale has been chosen by two warring, technologically advanced species—the bestial, imperialistic,
predatory Kurii, and the retiring, secretive Priest-Kings, the “gods of Gor.” On this all-too-real “gaming board,” a roll of the
dice will determine the fortunes and fate of Gor—and perhaps that of Earth. Few realize the momentous nature of the
conflict, seeing in it no more than a local war for territory and power. Those who grasp the dimensions of the game realize
that the stakes are nothing less than the world itself. Rediscover this brilliantly imagined world where men are masters and
women live to serve their every desire. Rebels of Gor is the 33rd book in the Gorean Saga, but you may enjoy reading the
series in any order.

Fabric of Freedom, 1763-1800
Graphics and game developers must learn to program for mobility. This book will teach you how. "This book - written by
some of the key technical expertsprovides a comprehensive but practical and easily understood introduction for any
software engineer seeking to delight the consumer with rich 3D interactive experiences on their phone. Like the OpenGL ES
and M3G standards it covers, this book is destined to become an enduring standard for many years to come." - Lincoln
Wallen, CTO, Electronic Arts, Mobile “This book is an escalator, which takes the field to new levels. This is especially true
because the text ensures that the topic is easily accessible to everyone with some background in computer scienceThe
foundations of this book are clear, and the authors are extremely knowledgeable about the subject. - Tomas Akenine-Möller,
bestselling author and Professor of Computer Science at Lund University "This book is an excellent introduction to M3G. The
authors are all experienced M3G users and developers, and they do a great job of conveying that experience, as well as
plenty of practical advice that has been proven in the field." - Sean Ellis, Consultant Graphics Engineer, ARM Ltd The
exploding popularity of mobile computing is undeniable. From cell phones to portable gaming systems, the global demand
for multifunctional mobile devices is driving amazing hardware and software developments. 3D graphics are becoming an
integral part of these ubiquitous devices, and as a result, Mobile 3D Graphics is arguably the most rapidly advancing area of
the computer graphics discipline. Mobile 3D Graphics is about writing real-time 3D graphics applications for mobile devices.
The programming interfaces explained and demonstrated in this must-have reference enable dynamic 3D media on cell
phones, GPS systems, portable gaming consoles and media players. The text begins by providing thorough coverage of
background essentials, then presents detailed hands-on examples, including extensive working code in both of the
dominant mobile APIs, OpenGL ES and M3G. C/C++ and Java Developers, graphic artists, students, and enthusiasts would
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do well to have a programmable mobile phone on hand to try out the techniques described in this book. The authors,
industry experts who helped to develop the OpenGL ES and M3G standards, distill their years of accumulated knowledge
within these pages, offering their insights into everything from sound mobile design principles and constraints, to efficient
rendering, mixing 2D and 3D, lighting, texture mapping, skinning and morphing. Along the way, readers will benefit from
the hundreds of included tips, tricks and caveats. Written by experts at Nokia whose workshops at industry conferences are
blockbusters The programs used in the examples are featured in thousands of professional courses each year

Quicksand
A political and sociological analysis of early American history with an emphasis on the national tensions and struggles of the
period

Mariners of Gor
This work focuses on how to create high-quality 2D graphic images and animations for arcade-based games, educational
programs and multimedia applications. It also aims to provide insight into basic computer game design from the
perspective of a graphic artist.

iPhone 3D Programming
Swords, slaves, and spies bring a Counter-Earth to vivid life in the cult classic series that’s “a legend in speculative fantasy”
(Boing Boing). Cabot and his friend Marcus, of Ar’s Station, who have been spying for Ar in the Cosian encampments, now
seek the long-inert forces of Ar to report acquired intelligence to their commander, Saphronicus, who proves to be of the
treasonous party of Ar. Cabot and Marcus are placed under arrest, as spies. Primary forces of Ar, largely inactive in recent
months, are now to pursue Cosian forces withdrawing from Ar’s Station, through the vast Vosk delta to the sea. The Cosian
forces, however, have avoided the delta, and the delta campaign is a ruse to decimate the armed might of Ar, to use as a
weapon the marshes and swamps of the delta itself, their treacherous, trackless wildernesses and wastes, the quicksand,
the insects, the serpents and reptiles, the local populations, to deliver a final decisive blow to what was once the
unchallenged splendor and power of Gor’s finest infantry. Rediscover this brilliantly imagined world where men are masters
and women live to serve their every desire. Vagabonds of Gor is the 24th book in the Gorean Saga, but you may enjoy
reading the series in any order.

Hack Proofing Your Network
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The Biggest Klutz in Fifth Grade
Simon Dobson's The Dreaded Groove and Hook, is an up tempo acid--jazz work for brass band, drawing its influences from
bands such as Jamiroquai and The Youngblood Brass Band. The groove in question is the main tune that is shared around
the band soloists and accompanied by 'Stuart Zendor--esque' bass lines, whilst the hook, in pop terms, is the catchy bit of
the song. This happens when the whole band join to play a huge 'riff' that acts as a kind of chorus to the jazz like verses.
Percussion and soloists alike will have plenty to do in this piece! The piece was commissioned by Jason Katsikaris and The
Leyland Band, who gave the first performance as part of their program for the Brass In Concert Championships in November
2008.
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